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 Free Workshop Discussions  

Work- 
shop 1 

How Can We Make It Easier For You? 

Work- 
shop 2 

Breakouts based on outcome of Workshop 1 (Management and Technology Focus) 

Work- 
shop 3 

Breakouts based on outcome of Workshop 1 (Administration and Teaching Focus) 

 

Plenary MUSAC Sizzle (Showcasing new features being releasing at the Conference) 
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Getting the Most out of 
Edge Library 

Linking to Xero  

Add-ons with Edge – Your 
Thoughts 

Session 
2 

Communities of Learning  Assessment Analysis Extracting Data  

Edge Library Manager - 
Where to from Here?  

Payroll 

Collaboration between 
student, caregivers & school 
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 Management Teaching Administration Library Financial 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Session 
3 

Pastoral & Attendance 
Analysis 

Assessment Analysis (Prim) 
& NCEA Process (Secondary) 

 Lists & Documents  

Integration with Third 
Parties  

Financial Reporting  Beyond Mobile 

Session 
4 

Timetabling for   
(Intermediate & Secondary) 

Extracting Data  Tips & Tricks  

Future Developments in 
Edge 

End of Financial Year  

Where to with Communities 
of Online Learning 

Session 
5 

Change Management using 
your SMS 

Power BI Interpretation  

Beginning of Year & End of 
Year Processes  

Setting Up Portals, Mobile, 
ENS 

Setting Up Ledgers  

Support, Consultation          
& Training 

Session 
6 

Markbooks & Custom 
Reporting 

Pastoral Facilities  Enrolment Processes  

Future Developments in 
Edge 

Asset Management  

The Evolution of School 
Governance 

Session 
7 

Engaging with Caregivers    
& BOT  

My Students &                       
What Data I Can See  

Q & A Session  

Edge Library Manager 
Demonstration  

Student Finances  

What will schools look like 
in 10, 25 and 50 years? 

 



Session Stream Topic Precis of Session 

1 Management Power BI Interpretation (Primary) 
Having an analysis tool which allows you to look at almost any data is marvellous, but what does 
it all mean? How can you analyse this data, and get the most out of Power BI? Come and see how 
this interactive tool can make this easy.

1 Management Power BI Interpretation (Secondary) 
Power BI is a powerful Microsoft analytics tool (Windows only). It can be used to analyse data 
stored within Edge (assessment, pastoral, attendance, etc.). This hands-on workshop will allow 
participants to use Power BI to look at analysing NZQA data. 

1 Teaching Reporting to Parents 
Reporting to Parents shouldn't have to be a twice-yearly document that is handed to students to 
deliver home. We will investigate alternative methods which will give more regular feedback 
while not causing a burden to your workload. 

1 Administration Attendance & ENS  
Early Notification (ENS) is used by many schools to text parents of absent children at the start of 
the day. It saves time and avoids numerous phone calls to parents. We will show how to setup 
ENS and look at good practice with using this feature.  

1 Library Getting the Most out of Edge Library Manager 
This is a friendly guide to the new features that have been added to Edge LM, and advantages 
this package offers your school and community. 

1 Financial Linking to Xero 
Learn the tips and tricks of managing batches of student deposits in Edge and linking to Xero.  
This is easy if you follow systematic procedures and maintain separate batches.  Other 
alternatives with be discussed to help save time. 

1 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Add-ons with Edge – Your Thoughts 
With a large number of businesses offering specific functionality to support schools, what do you 
see as being important for you?  

2 Management Communities of Learning 
All schools within your Community of Learning can benefit from using Power BI. This amazing 
analysis engine allows you input SMS agnostic data and be able to give meaningful information 
to all group members. 

2 Teaching Assessment Analysis 
Assessment data that has been saved in Edge can easily be analysed in a variety of ways. We will 
explore how as teachers you can use Edge’s in-built analysis tools to identify student’s strengths 
and weaknesses and track longitudinal data. 

2 Administration Extracting Data 
There are numerous places where Edge allows for you to extract data to a Spreadsheet. For 
those of you unfamiliar with formulas and functionalities, including Pivot Tables and Graphs we 
can introduce you to the ‘joys of Excel’. 

2 Library Edge Library Manager - Where to from Here? 
Cloud based and mobile solutions offer a huge potential for expansion of functionality. Libraries 
are increasingly able to tap into this infrastructure to deliver services across the school and into 
the wider community. 

2 Financial Payroll 
Payroll and Novopay and Toolkit - Efficient ways to code payroll, reduce time spent on banked 
staffing and query management, forecast banked staffing position ($ and FTTE) to year end. 
Latest tips and tricks will be offered. 



Session Stream Topic Precis of Session 

2 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Collaboration between Student, Caregivers 
and School 

How can MUSAC effectively help facilitate communication?  

3 Management Pastoral & Attendance Analysis 
Using the Analysis engines within these two areas, we will help you make sense of the data that 
has been entered into Edge, highlighting concerns, support and positive results. 

3 Management NCEA Process (Secondary) 
Setting up NCEA in your school correctly is crucial to making senior school manageable. We will 
take you through all aspects and show you how to communicate to students, caregivers and 
NZQA efficiently and in a timely fashion. 

3 Teaching Assessment Analysis (Primary)  
Assessment data that has been saved in Edge can easily be analysed in a variety of ways. We will 
explore how as teachers you can use Edge’s in-built analysis tools to identify student’s strengths 
and weaknesses and track longitudinal data. 

3 Administration Lists & Documents 
Now that you have data in Edge, you will likely want to be able to use this information in various 
documents and lists. There are a number of new features in Edge which allow for greater access 
to data, making your job as Administrators easier. 

3 Technology Integration with Third Parties 
APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) make it extremely easy to integrate with other 
businesses who have very specific programmes designed to assist you in a huge range of tasks 
within your school. 

3 Financial Financial Reporting 
MUSAC Financial Manager reporting with groups, categories and the user defined report 
generator will be the emphasis and basic reading of financial statements with primary school 
focus. 

3 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Beyond Mobile What functionality could Edge APPS offer in the future? What about other new technologies?  

4 Management Timetabling for Secondaries 
Timetabling has historically been seen as a 'dark arts' area of Secondary School administration. 
Edge steps you through a number of the processes and helps to de-mystify this essential and 
crucial component for your school. 

4 Management Timetabling for Intermediates 
We will explore the possibilities of timetabling for Intermediates in Edge and look at the various 
features on offer that are used to build a timetable, and the implications/possibilities they 
create. 

4 Teaching Extracting Data 
Edge allows for you to extract data to a Spreadsheet. For those of you unfamiliar with formulas 
and functionalities, including Pivot Tables and Graphs we can introduce you to the ‘joys of Excel’. 

4 Administration Tips & Tricks 
Within your browser and in Edge there are a number of shortcuts that can make your day-to-day 
office life easier. We will explore a variety of these in this hands-on workshop. 



Session Stream Topic Precis of Session 

4 Technology Future Developments in Edge 
We will again share with you our vision for the future of Edge along with a plan for delivery of 
the upcoming features in Edge and in the mobile/collaboration space. 

4 Financial End of Financial Year 
Preparing for the end of financial year – all year through.  Filing information required, coding tips, 
e-files, managing what is required for the financial service provider and auditors.  

4 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Where to with Communities of Online 
Learning 

How can MUSAC assist your school with this alternative method of delivery of teaching? 

5 Management Change Management using your SMS 
Many organisations have embraced using technology as an enabler for change rather than a 
barrier. We will coach leaders on how they can do the same using Edge to assist in driving 
changes and improvements within your school. 

5 Teaching Power BI Interpretation 
This will be a hands on workshop which will look at exporting classroom data from Edge into 
Power BI (a powerful Microsoft analytics tool for Windows) so you can analyse data through 
various interactive visualisations. 

5 Administration Beginning of Year & End of Year Processes 
The end of one year and the beginning of the next is a busy time for all schools. Edge allows you 
to prepare for the forthcoming year well in advance of this hectic time, allowing you to relax over 
the Term break. 

5 Technology Setting Up Portals, Mobile, ENS 
This will be a hands-on session to assist you in setting up a number of areas which link to Edge, 
including Edge LM, ENS, Student Portals, Parent Portal, PoLi, XERO, Paystation. 

5 Financial Setting Up Ledgers 
Reviewing the chart of accounts to report all year towards the Kiwi Park Model.  What are these 
codes for?  Separating operating and capital expenditure in the budget and recording process. 

5 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

Support, Consultation & Training How can we better meet your needs? 

6 Management Markbooks & Custom Reporting 
Setting Up Markbooks correctly throughout the school is crucial to being able to identify progress 
and to report to parents meaningfully. Our goal is to make your reporting as stress-free for 
teachers as possible. 

6 Teaching Pastoral Facilities 
Once pastoral data is recorded in Edge how is the best way to use it effectively? We will explore 
how as a teacher you are able to track pastoral entries for students in your class, whether it be 
problems, positives or supports. 

6 Administration Enrolment Processes 
New features in Edge will make the enrolling of students a much simpler process for a number of 
schools. We also explore the use of Admin Notes, saving attachments and storing 'additional 
information'. 



 

 All three workshops and seven sessions are 50 minutes in duration 

 MUSAC Consultants will be available throughout the two days for one-on-one consultation and discussions 

 Roundtables have a maximum number of ten attendees. These are on a first come basis and can be booked at the Conference 

 There is a gap between each session to allow you to refresh and prepare for the next session 

 Wi-Fi access will be available. Many sessions will have a ‘hands-on’ aspect. Bring your laptop.  

 Any queries, contact Jackie (Conference Organiser) at services@musac.io 

Session Stream Topic Precis of Session 

6 Technology Future Developments in Edge 
We will again share with you our vision for the future of Edge along with a plan for delivery of 
the upcoming features in Edge and in the mobile/collaboration space. 

6 Financial Asset Management 
Fixed assets and the impact of leases and MOE guidance.  Maintaining records for the financial 
service provider.  Budgeting and coding.  Planning ahead.  Maintaining minor value items in a 
register. 

6 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

The Evolution of School Governance 
How is school governance changing and what impact does and will this have on report to your 
Board of Trustees. 

7 Management Engaging with Caregivers & BOT 
From interactive Power BI analysis to on-line Reporting and communications, there are an 
increasing number of ways you can communicate with your Caregivers and Board of Trustees. 

7 Teaching My Students, Student portal & Lists 
Information stored within Edge should be readily available for teachers. We will discuss how you 
can use Edge more effectively for data entry and accessing the important information that you 
need. 

7 Administration Q & A Session 
Having attended all the previous sessions, there are bound to be questions that you still have 
around some aspects of Edge. Bring along your questions and we will endeavour to answer them 
all. 

7 Technology Edge Library Manager Demonstration 
For those who have not yet seen Edge LM, we will take you through a basic overview, so you can 
make an informed decision regarding moving your library to the cloud. 

7 Financial Student Finances 
This will be a Best practice of systems with tips for administrators.  This will be a shared practices 
discussion session. 

7 
Roundtable 
Discussion 

What will schools look like in 10, 25 and 50 
years? 

A long-term look at where you see education heading for the next generations of students and 
teachers. 

mailto:services@musac.io

